INTRODUCTION TO RESPONSIBLE INVESTMENT

Responsible investing, also known as ethical investing or sustainable investing, is a holistic approach to investing, where social, environmental, corporate governance and ethical factors are considered alongside financial performance when making an investment.

There are many different ways to engage in responsible investment, and most investors use a combination of strategies including negative or positive screening; environmental, social and governance (ESG) integration; and impact investing.

Anyone can be a responsible investor, whether they are individuals choosing where to put their retirement savings; a trustee of a trust or foundation; or an institutional investor such as a super fund, fund manager, bank or asset manager.

What is responsible and ethical investing?

Responsible investing, also known as ethical investing or sustainable investing, describes a holistic approach to investing, where social, environmental, corporate governance and ethical factors are considered alongside financial performance, when making an investment.

Examples of responsible investing vary broadly and could include:

- divesting from a company with a poor human rights record;
- engaging with a company included in an investment portfolio around its exposure to carbon intensive industries;
- making an investment in a program or social enterprise that is focused on tackling a pressing social or environmental issue; or
- analysing and selecting a portfolio of companies to invest in based on their overall environmental, social and governance performance.

Investors engage in responsible investing for a range of reasons including: to align investments with their own or their clients’ personal values and ethics; to reduce risk; and to achieve strong financial returns in the short and long term.
Why is responsible investing worthwhile and important?

All businesses, and therefore all investments, have an impact on people and the planet, both positive and negative. Responsible investing seeks to minimise the negative effects generated by business and promote positive impacts, ultimately delivering a healthier economy, society and environment alongside stronger financial returns.

Simply put, responsible investing is good for business, and investors are realising the materiality of social and environmental themes in determining the risk and return profile of an investment. Companies or assets are unlikely to thrive if they ignore environmental issues (such as pollution, climate change, water and other resources scarcity), social issues (for example, local communities, employees, health and safety), governance issues (such as prudent management, business ethics, corruption, strong boards and appropriate executive pay) or ethical issues.

Responsible investment is also increasingly being considered part of investors’ fiduciary duty to their beneficiaries and clients.

What level of consumer demand is there for responsible investing?

Consumers are becoming more active in demanding their money be invested responsibly and ethically. In Australia, the overwhelming majority of Australians now expect their savings (87%) and superannuation (86%) to be invested responsibly and ethically, and 3 in 4 people would consider shifting their banking and superannuation to an alternative provider that invests responsibly and ethically. Similarly, more than 8 in 10 New Zealanders (83%) expect their KiwiSaver or other investments to be invested responsibly and ethically.

How do responsible investments perform?

In Australia, responsible investments typically outperform their equivalent mainstream counterparts year on year, over 3, 5 and 10 year horizons. For example, in 2018, Australian equities responsible share funds produced an average return of 6.43% over 5 years and 12.39% over 10 years. This compares with returns of 5.6% and 8.91% respectively for the S&P/ASX 300 index.

What are the different types of responsible investment?

There are many different ways to engage in responsible investment, and investors often use a combination of strategies including:

**ESG integration**: involves the systematic and explicit inclusion of environmental, social and governance (ESG) factors into traditional financial analysis and investment decision-making by investment managers. This approach rests on the belief that these factors are a core driver of investment risk and opportunity, rather than being driven by ethical considerations.

**Negative or exclusionary screening**: screening that systematically excludes specific industries, sectors, companies, practices, countries or jurisdictions from funds that do not align with the responsible investment goals. This approach is also referred to as values-based or ethical screening, as well as divestment. Common criteria used in negative screening include gaming, alcohol, tobacco, fossil fuels, weapons, pornography and animal testing.

**Positive screening**: screening in sectors, companies or projects selected for positive ESG or sustainability performance relative to industry peers. It may also be referred to as best-in-class screening. It involves identifying companies with superior ESG performance from a variety of industries and markets.
Norms-based screening: involves the screening of investments that do not meet minimum standards of business practice, usually based on international norms and conventions such as those defined by the United Nations (UN). In practice, norms-based screening may involve the exclusion of companies that contravene the UN Convention on Cluster Munitions, as well as positive screening based on ESG criteria developed through international bodies such as the UNGC (UN Global Compact), ILO (International Labour Organisation) and UNICEF (UN Children’s Fund).

Corporate engagement and shareholder action: refers to the employment of shareholder power to influence a company’s behaviour. This may be conducted through direct corporate engagement such as communications with senior management or boards, filing and voting on shareholder proposals and proxy voting in alignment with comprehensive ESG guidelines.

Sustainability themed investing: relates to investment in themes or assets that specifically relate to sustainability themes. This commonly involves funds that invest in clean energy, green technology, sustainable agriculture and forestry, green property or water technology where the fund has the explicit objective of driving improved sustainability outcomes alongside financial returns.

Impact investing: targeted investments made into organisations, projects or funds with the intention of generating positive, measurable social and environmental outcomes, alongside a financial return.

Who can make responsible investments?

Anyone can be a responsible investor, whether they are individuals choosing where to bank or put their retirement savings; a trustee of a trust or foundation; or an institutional investor such as a superannuation or Kiwisaver fund, bank or an asset manager.
How do I know whether something is a responsible investment?

Responsible investment is not a ‘one-size fits all’ approach. Each responsible investment product or opportunity differs depending on the strategy or methods being used, as well as the particular features of companies or enterprises being invested in. For example, one product’s responsible investment credentials may lie in it not investing in tobacco or ammunitions, while another product may be labelled a responsible investment because it solely invests in projects that deliver renewable energy.

The Responsible Investment Association Australasia’s Responsible Returns online tool is designed to help consumers find, compare and choose responsible and ethical superannuation, banking and investment products that best match their values and interests. Each product listed on Responsible Returns has been certified in accordance with RIAA’s Responsible Investment Certification Program, indicating that a responsible investment product has been independently verified as true to label. Investment advisers are also able to filter products by product type, investment approach, inclusions, exclusions, geography and asset class, in order to identify products right for their clients.

How big is the market for responsible investing?

Assets managed in accordance with responsible investment principles now represent 44% ($980 billion) of Australia’s total $2.25 trillion assets under management (AUM). This compares with the $178 billion invested in responsible funds at the end of 2013, which at the time, represented just 17% of the total AUM.

In New Zealand, assets managed in accordance with responsible investment principles now represent 72% – or $188 billion – of New Zealand’s total NZ$261.4 billion AUM. This represents a threefold increase over five years.

The growth in responsible investment in Australasia reflects broader trends, with global responsible investment assets reaching $US30.7 trillion at the start of 2018 (a 43% increase from 2016), according to data from the Global Sustainable Investment Alliance.
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